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• Studying radiative transitions (e.g. "⁄# →
%& ' "⁄# → %& ( ) ( * ) helps us
understand the internal structure of QCD
bound states through electromagnetic
probes.
• In light-front dynamics, form factors are
traditionally computed in the Drell-Yan
frame, where information from the timelike region is absent.

• Quantifying the frame dependence provides a measure to the
violation of Lorentz symmetry due to Fock space truncation.
• In cases with such dependences, we would like to know if there
exists a preferred frame for calculations.
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The radiative transition
We consider the transitions between pseudoscalar
and vector mesons, !" → !$ %, (!" , !$ = ), * or
*, )), also known as the magnetic dipole (M1)
transition. These transitions in heavy quarkonium
are of considerable experimental (those in solid
lines on the right diagram are available in PDG1)
and theoretical interest.
The roles of the underlying strong dynamics in
those processes are encoded within the ,- -dependent
transition form factor . ,- ,

!(3770)
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7* , 7) : meson masses, 78 : magnetic projection, e: : polarization vector.
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M. Tanabashi et al. (Particle Data Group), Phys. Rev. D98, 030001 (2018)
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The decay widths
The transition form factor determines the corresponding decay width,
and thus bridges theoretical calculations and experimental measurements.
The decay width of !" → !$ % (!" , !$ = ), * or *, )) is related to
. /0 = 0 :

γ(q)

A

B

The effective mass spectrum of the leptonic pair is related to the time-like
form factor . /0 > 0 1

l−

γ ∗(q)
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L. G. Landsberg, Phys. Rept. 128, 301 (1985).
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Expansions in Fock space
In principle, the transition form factor is Lorentz invariant. In light-front
dynamics, it receives two major contributions:
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(b) $ + 2 → $
(a) $ → $
Each diagram could contribute differently when1
• a different current component ((), ( + , (, , (-) is used
• a different frame (e.g. Drell-Yan frame) is chosen
In practical calculations with finite Fock space, such as when (b) is absent,
knowing the current or frame dependence helps quantify theoretical
uncertainties.
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M. Sawicki, Phys. Rev. D46, 474 (1992). S. J. Brodsky and D. S. Hwang, Nucl. Phys. B543, 239 (1999).
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In practical calculations with finite Fock space, such as when (b) is absent,
knowing the current or frame dependence helps quantify theoretical
uncertainties.
Moreover, is there a preferred current, or a preferred frame, for calculations
in |//0 ⟩?
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M. Sawicki, Phys. Rev. D46, 474 (1992). S. J. Brodsky and D. S. Hwang, Nucl. Phys. B543, 239 (1999).
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Preferred current for |""# ⟩
In a previous study, we have found that in calculating the M1
transition in heavy systems, using %& = %( + *%+ , the transverse
current, in combination with ,- = . state of the vector meson, is
preferred in obtaining reliable results1

• /0 always associates with pair annihilations2
• /1 echoes charge density /2 , while /3 echoes the 3D spatial current
⃗ and in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics magnetic transitions
density /,
can only be extracted from /⃗
• /3 employs the dominant spin components of wavefunctions, and could
restore the non-relativistic limit of the transition form factor
1

M. Li, Y. Li, P. Maris, and J. P. Vary, Phys. Rev. D98, 034024 (2018)
J.P.B.C de Melo, J.H.O. Sales, T. Frederico and P.U. Sauer, Nucl. Phys. A631, 574C (1998); J. Carbonell, B. Desplanques,
V.A. Karmanov and J.F.Mathiot, Phys. Rept. 300, 215 (1998); S. J. Brodsky and D. Hwang, Nucl. Phys. B543, 239(1999).
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Defining the frames
For the transition !" ($′) → !( ($)) * = $, − $ , the
momentum transfer squared can be written as two
boost invariants1 according to *. = $, − $ . ,

where
Different (/, Δ4) for the same *. characterize
different frames1. Two special frames:
•
•
1

The Drell-Yan frame (/ = 0, *. ≤ 0): (
)
restricted to the spacelike region2
The longitudinal frame3 (Δ4 = 0, *. ≤ 5" − 5( . ): (
access to the full kinematic region

I

Y. Li, P. Maris, and J. P. Vary, Phys. Rev. D97, 054034 (2018); M. Li, Y. Li, P. Maris, and J. P. Vary, Phys. Rev. D100, 036006 (2019)
continuation to * . > 0: D. Melikhov, Phys. Rev. D 53, 2460 (1996); W. Jaus, Phys. Rev. D 53, 1349 (1996); 54, 5904(E)
(1996); B. L. G. Bakker, H.-M. Choi, and C.-R. Ji, Phys. Rev. D 67,113007 (2003).
3 Different from: M. Sawicki, Phys. Rev. D 46, 474 (1992); S. J. Brodsky and D. S. Hwang, Nucl. Phys. B543, 239(1999); B. L. G.
Bakker, H.-M. Choi, and C.-R. Ji, Phys. Rev. D 67,113007 (2003).
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Hadron matrix in general
Hadron matrix elements are convolutions of light-front wavefunctions, and in
different frames, i.e. different (%, Δ* ), the contributions can be different.
!' ′

!'
-/

-.

Relative coordinates: !'# = !' + % 1 − !' , )′'* = )'* + 1 − !' Δ*

(a) 1 → 1

!' ′
-.

!" ′
-/

(b) 1 + 2 → 1

Relative coordinates: !"# = % − !' ′ and )′"* = −)′'* + Δ* .

The 1 + 2 → 1 contribution could be suppressed by small z, suggesting that small z
may be preferred for calculation in |5 56 ⟩. But note that the contribution at % = 0 may
not vanish, by generating zero mode 9 ! terms 1.
9
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S.-J. Chang, R. G. Root, and T.-M. Yan, Phys. Rev. D 7,1133 (1973); M. Burkardt, Nucl. Phys. A504, 762 (1989); S. J. Brodsky
and D. Hwang, Nucl. Phys. B543, 239(1999); A. T. Suzuki, J. H. Sales, and L. A. Soriano, Phys. Rev. D88, 025036 (2013).

Hadron matrix in !!"
Let us take a closer look on the matrix element in the ! !" sector through an example.
The valence light-front wave functions of mesons as they contribute to the convolution
in the transition $⁄% → '( ) (∗) at ! - = −3GeV - in different frames (z):

$⁄% 4′6 = 46 + 1 − 9 Δ6, 9 < = 9 + = 1 − 9

→

'( 46, 9

We see that the longitudinal dimension is preserved most in the Drell-Yan frame (z = 0).
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Ø The preferred frames for meson systems solved in the valence Fock
sector are the ones with minimal-z, i.e. minimal longitudinal momentum
transfer:
space-like region: Drell-Yan frame
time-like region: longitudinal-II frame
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Application to heavy quarkonia
We apply the formalism to the heavy quarkonium system by using lightfront wavefunctions obtained in the Basis Light-Front Quantization
(BLFQ) approach1. The effective Hamiltonian for |""# ⟩ reads,

"

"#

% = '()/+)

,- = '⃗(- − % +⃗-

• Confinement
Transverse (QCD holography)2
Longitudinal (completes the transverse confinement, and
produces desirable distribution amplitudes)
• One-gluon exchange
We use the obtained wavefunctions to
evaluate the transition form factors on the
entire landscape of frames in the (1, Δ- )
parameter space.

1
2

Y. Li, P. Maris, and J. P. Vary, Phys. Rev. D96, 016022 (2017).
S. J. Brodsky, G. F. de Teramond, H. G. Dosch, and J. Erlich, Phys. Rept. 584, 1 (2015)
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Result: ((* ) from |**/ ⟩
Allowed transitions: !" #$ → !& #$ '
initial and final states have the same radial and angular quantum numbers
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Ø Shaded areas represent the results from all other frames
0 + ) to experimental data
Ø The Drell-Yan/longitudinal II provides a closer value of ((*
Ø The frame dependence tends to be reduced for heavier systems
PDG: M. Tanabashi et al. (Particle Data Group), Phys. Rev. D98, 030001 (2018)
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Result: -(. ) from |..2 ⟩
Hindered transition: !" #$ → !& #′$ (, (# ≠ #′)
initial and final states have different radial quantum numbers
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Ø Shaded areas represent the results from all other frames
3 / ) to experimental data
Ø The Drell-Yan/longitudinal II provides a closer value of -(.
Ø The frame dependence tends to be reduced for heavier systems
PDG: M. Tanabashi et al. (Particle Data Group), Phys. Rev. D98, 030001 (2018)
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Result: !(0) from |''( ⟩
)
Comparison of !(0)
from available
experimental data and the BLFQ
calculations in the two limiting
frames. Hindered transitions are
more sensitive to frames than
allowed transitions.
η′� →�/ψ

ψ′ →η′� ψ(��) →η′�

η′� →Υ

Υ′ →η�
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heavy quark limit for nS→nS

� (�)
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�/ψ→η�

ψ′ →η� ψ(��) →η�

Υ→η�

η″� →Υ

)
Overview of !(0)
from the BLFQ
calculations in the
Drell-Yan
/longitudinal-II
frame.

Υ′ →η′� Υ(��) →η� Υ(��) →η″� Υ″ →η′� Υ(��) →η� Υ(��) →η″�

PDG: M. Tanabashi et al. (Particle Data Group), Phys. Rev. D98, 030001 (2018). Lattice: J.J.Dudek, et al.,PRD73,2006;
PRD79,2009; D.Becirevic, et al.,JHEP01,2013; JHEP05,2015; C. Hughes, et al.,PRD92,2015; R.Lewis, et al.,PRD86,2012.
relativistic quark model (rQM): D.Ebert, et al.,PRD67,2003. Godfrey-Isgur model (GI model): T.Barnes, et al.,PRD72,2005;
S.Godfrey, et al.,PRD92,2015. BLFQ: M. Li, Y. Li, P. Maris, and J. P. Vary, Phys. Rev. D98, 034024 (2018), M. Li, Y. Li, P.
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Result: the Dalitz decay
We make predictions on the mass spectrum of the lepton pair using the
transition form factor in the time-like region, and we hope that the comparison
with future experiments could help justify our choice of the preferred frames for
valence Fock sector calculations.
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Summary
1.

We have calculated the M1 transition form factors in both the time-like
and the space-like region with different frames, using light-front
wavefunctions obtained in the leading Fock sector

2.

The frame dependence could serve as a measure for the Lorentz
symmetry violation due to Fock space truncation
a. The frame dependence is smaller for heavier systems
b. Transitions between states w different radial quantum numbers
are more sensitive to the choice of frame

3.

We suggest using frames with minimal longitudinal momentum
transfer for calculations in the !!" sector,
space-like region: the Drell-Yan frame
time-like region: the longitudinal-II frame

M. Li, Y. Li, P. Maris, and J. P. Vary, Phys. Rev. D98, 034024 (2018); M. Li, Y. Li, P. Maris, and J. P. Vary, Phys. Rev. D100,
036006 (2019)
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Future works
1.

We expect that by considering contributions from higher Fock sectors,
this frame dependence will eventually vanish. We motivate solving
quarkonia systems in higher Fock sectors, and providing a more
complete description with increasingly precise treatments of the
Lorentz symmetry.
o Solving heavy quarkonium in
2 23 + |2 23 2 23 ⟩, using Basis LightFront Hamiltonian approach.

2

23

+

2
2 23

23

2. Extend the formalism to other transitions and other meson systems:
o ! → γγ or γγ∗ → !
o vector to scalar (e.g. %/' → ()* +)
o axial vector to vector (e.g. - → ./ 0 / 1 )
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Backup: more results
The allowed transition: initial and final states have the same radial
and angular quantum numbers.
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Results from all other frames are in the shaded areas bounded by the Drell-Yan and the
longitudinal frames.
PDG: M. Tanabashi et al. (Particle Data Group), Phys. Rev. D98, 030001 (2018)
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Backup: more results
The hindered transition: initial and final states have different
radial quantum numbers.
!" #$ → !& #′$ (, (# ≠ #′)
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Backup: basis convergence
The light-front wavefunction we adopted is computed in a basis representation1:
Ø Transverse: 2D Harmonic Oscillator function: !"# (&' % ((1 − ())
Ø Longitudinal: Jacobi polynomials weighted by ( -⁄. 1 − (

/ ⁄.

Basis truncation: 21 + 3 + 1 ≤ 5#67 , 9 ≤ :#67
By comparing transition form factors in different basis sizes, we find:
• Trends toward convergence with increasing basis cutoff are observed in
different frames.
• Frame dependence remains visible.
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Y. Li, P. Maris, and J. P. Vary, Phys. Rev. D96, 016022 (2017).
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